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though the Corn laws have long since been abolished, starvation still figures in the mortuary statistics of a country overflowing with wealth.
While " statisticians" marshal figures to show to Dives's satisfaction how much richer Lazarus is becoming, here is what the Congregational clergymen o£ the greatest and richest of the world's great cities declare in their "Bitter Cry of Outcast London":
" While we have "been building our churches and solacing ourselves with our religion and dreaming that the millennium was coming, the poor have been growing poorer, the wretched more miserable and the immoral more corrupt. The gulf lias been daily widening which separates the lowest classes of the community from our churches and chapels and from all decency and civilization. It is easy to bring an array of facts "which seem to point to the opposite conclusion. But what docs it all amount to ? We nre simply living in a fool's paradise if we imagine that all these agencies combined are doing a thousandth part of what needs to be done. We must face the facts, and these compel the conclusion that this terrible flood of sin and misery is gaining on us. It is rising every day.'*
This is everywhere the testimony of disinterested and sympathetic observers. Those who are raised above the fierce struggle may not realize what is going on beneath them. But whoever chooses to look may see.
And when we take into account longer periods of time than are usually considered in discussions as to whether the condition of the working-man lias or has not improved with improvement in productive agencies and increase in wealth, here is a great broad fact :
Five centuries ago the wealth-producing power of England, man for man, was small indeed compared with what it is now. Not merely were all the great inventions and discoveries which since the introduction of steam have revolutionised mechanical industry then undreamed of, but even agriculture was far ruder

